
Sustainable and Climate-Resilient Connectivity Project (RRP NAU 48480-003) 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 
A. Financial Internal Rate of Return  
 
1. Overview. The financial analysis of the Sustainable and Climate-Resilient Connectivity 
Project was carried out in accordance with the pertinent guidelines of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB).1 The project involves the construction of a wharf, berthing pocket, and breakwater, 
along with the rehabilitation of port buildings and facilities at Aiwo in Nauru. The principal 
objectives of the project are to increase the efficiency, safety, and reliability of port operations of 
the Port Authority of Nauru (PAN). An additional objective is to make PAN operations more 
sustainable. The project will deliver new port infrastructure, and an ongoing parallel technical 
assistance (TA) will assist port reforms, allowing PAN to retire older port assets and perform 
scheduled operation and maintenance (O&M) to ensure efficient service delivery.2 The project is 
to be implemented until December 2022, financed through grant assistance from ADB, the 
Government of Australia, and the Green Climate Fund. The new port is expected to be operational 
by June 2020. The ongoing TA will help carry out institutional strengthening and capacity 
development of PAN and implement reforms and restructuring (organizational and tariffs).   
 
2. The financial evaluation has considered the cost of investment in all project components 
and compared this with the financial internal rate of return (FIRR) and financial net present value 
to ascertain the financial viability of the project. All financial costs and benefits are expressed in 
2017 prices. Cost streams used for calculating the FIRR are capital investment and O&M costs 
at market prices, inclusive of taxes and duties. Revenues and costs are based on the incremental 
operations. PAN’s staff has cooperated in attempts to accurately determine volume and sales 
data, but inadequacies in its records leave a high degree of uncertainty.3 Consequently, 
assumptions of key parameters are based on PAN’s best estimates.  
 
3. Projected financial costs and benefits. The analysis quantified costs and benefits of the 
project for PAN. The financial costs include capital costs for dredging, coastal protection, wharf 
(including breakwater), and building works. Physical and price contingencies were assumed to be 
10.0% of the base costs (price contingencies were calculated at 2.7% for local cost escalation 
and at 1.5% for foreign costs, on average).  
 

4. Tariffs. Based on 2011 tariff regulations and gross registered tonnage, PAN charges bulk 
phosphate carriers, fuel ships, and cargo vessels fees for port entry, pilotage, mooring, and 
berthing. Cargo ships are also charged for the back-loading or discharge of each container 
handled. PAN receives payment through shipping agents for phosphate export shipments.4 In 
2016, the Parliament approved a new tariff structure and after a lengthy consultation with the 
stakeholders, the government in November 2017 issued a gazette notification confirming the 
phased implementation of 2016 approved tariffs over 3 years from 1 January 2018.5 The financial 
analysis assumes projected tariff increases of 30% in 2018, 30% in 2019, and 40% in 2020. The 
financial analysis also assumes that tariff reviews will be conducted every 5 years starting from 
the 10th year (2028), and that tariffs increase by 25% every 5 years thereafter.  

 
5. Weighted average cost of capital. The financial evaluation was conducted at project 
level. The incremental revenues were compared with the weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC) for the project. The analysis calculated a real, pre-tax WACC based on the cost of the 

                                                           
1  ADB. 2005. Financial Management and Analysis of Projects. Manila. 
2  ADB. 2015. Technical Assistance to Nauru for Nauru Port Development Project. Manila. 
3  No financial recording, reporting, or auditing was carried out for the PAN’s accounts before 2016.  
4  Port Authority (Fees) Regulation 2011.  
5  Government of Nauru. 2017. Government Gazette G.N. No. 746 / 2017. Nauru 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=48480-003-2
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grants equivalent to the cost of equity of Nauru. The cost of equity was calculated based on a 
proxy 10-year bond.6 This nominal WACC was converted to real pre-tax WACC using a foreign 
inflation rate of 1.5% and a tax rate of zero. The derived value was 1.31% as in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
Source Amount 

($ million) 
Weighting Nominal 

Rate 
Tax Nominal 

Rate after 
Tax 

Inflation 
Rate 

Real 
Term 

Weighted 
Component 

of WACC 

ADB and cofinancing grants 56.3  83% 3.02% 0% 3.027% 1.5% 1.52% 1.26% 

Government equity  11.4  17% 3.02% 0% 3.027% 2.7% 0.31% 0.05% 

Total 67.7  100%   6.030%    1.31% 

Real WACC               1.31% 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, WACC = weighted average cost of capital. 
Source: ADB. 2015. Technical Assistance to Nauru for Nauru Port Development Project. Manila. 

 
6. Calculation of financial internal rate of return. The project has an FIRR of 2.89%. Its 
financial net present value, using a financial discount rate equal to WACC of 1.31, is $22.5 million. 
Sensitivity analysis of the FIRR was carried out to determine the effects of changes in key 
parameters, such as an increase in costs, a decrease in revenue, and a decrease in tariffs. The 
FIRR results were found to be sensitive to tariff changes and revenue generated from 
transshipment of fisheries. At present, PAN does not fully recover the costs of its services.   
 
7. Adverse movements of several variables, such as increased cost of capital and O&M, and 
delays in completion, have marginal impacts on the projected FIRR—these would be passed on 
under both current and proposed tariff structures. The variables considered for the sensitivity 
analysis, as in Table 2, are: (i) 10% increase in capital costs, (ii) 10% increase in O&M costs, and 
(iii) 10% decrease in revenues. Increases in capital and O&M costs have a marginal adverse 
impact on the FIRR. However, even in worst-case scenario of (i) 10% increase in capital costs, 
(ii) 10% increase in O&M costs, and (iii) 10% decrease in revenues, the lower FIRR still compares 
favorably with WACC of 1.31, substantiating the project’s financial viability. Sensitivity analysis 
shows the financial net present value to be positive, also indicating that the project is financially 
viable. This assumes, however, a substantial increase in the port handling tariff, as approved by 
the government. The introduction of higher tariffs underwent intensive stakeholder consultations. 
In November 2017, the government gazetted the law to increase the tariffs. Therefore, the risk of 
not implementing the tariff increase is moderate. Nevertheless, to mitigate the risks and ensure 
financial sustainability, the government agreed to set up a dedicated maintenance fund 
earmarked from its budget from 1 July 2018. This fund will fully cover port operations and 
maintenance if the project does not generate sufficient revenue. 
 

Table 2: Sensitivity Analysis 

Scenario FIRR (%) FNPV ($ million) 

Base case 2.89% 22.5 

10% increase in O&M 2.16% 12.0 

10% increase in capital costs 1.67% 5.4 

Decrease in revenues by 10%a 1.86% 7.1 

WACC 1.31 

FIRR = financial internal rate of return, FNPV = financial net present value, O&M = operation and 
maintenance, WACC = weighted average cost of capital. 
a  Reflects the probability of a lower collection rate. The proposed port reforms will restructure tariff  

collection system and assist improving tariff collection rate. 
Source: ADB. 2015. Technical Assistance to Nauru for Nauru Port Development Project. Manila. 

                                                           
6  Based on 10-year Australian Treasury bond of 2.7%, plus a 0.2% spread. 
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B. Financial Performance and Projections  
 

1. Historical Financial Performance—Ministry of Finance  

8. Nauru’s Ministry of Finance (MOF), the executing agency, is the central agency mandated 
to oversee and coordinate the effective management of public finance and resources in the 
country. MOF handles (i) the management and use of public money; (ii) policy on fiscal, economic, 
and development issues; (iii) the management of financial performance and oversight of state-
owned enterprises; (iv) coordination of development monitoring, and reporting on the annual 
budget and the country’s development fund; (v) the negotiation and mobilization of development 
partner support; and (vi) monitoring of Nauru’s economic and social parameters. MOF has four 
divisions: Treasury, the Nauru Revenue Office, Planning and Aid Development, and Nauru 
Bureau of Statistics. 
 
9. Public expenditure analyses. Nauru, one of the world’s smallest island nations (by land 
area and population), is at long distances from international markets. After suffering an economic 
collapse in the late 1990s and early 2000s, its economy began to recover in 2007 and per capita 
income regained much lost ground. Phosphate exports resumed in 2007, and the regional 
processing center for migrants seeking asylum in Australia, operated under a bilateral agreement 
with the Government of Australia, was reopened in 2012. The economy has benefited from the 
presence of the processing center, strong revenues from fishing licenses, and the liquidation of 
the Nauru Phosphate Royalties Trust. The government also collects significant revenues from 
fuel sales. Major improvements in revenue management, including tax-base expansion and more 
efficient tax administration, remain essential. Financial highlights are in Table 3.7 
 

Table 3: Financial Highlights, Nauru  
(A$’000) 

Description FY2016  
(Actual) 

FY2017 
(Budgeted) 

FY2018 
(Projected) 

FY2019 
(Projected) 

Revenue     

Treasury Revenue 128,456.8 130,159.1 127,400.0 129,400.0 

Fishing licenses 35,100.3 33,763.4 33,763.4 33,763.4 

Custom Duties 13,391.1 19,961.0 20,959.1 22,007.0 

Phosphate Royalties 3,972.1 3,972.1 3,972.1 3,972.1 

Civil Aviation Revenue 3,258.5 3,257.7 3,257.7 3,257.7 

Port Fees 1,229.7 1,229.7 1,229.7 1,229.7 

Taxation Revenues 12,824.8 13,800.0 13,800.0 13,800.0 

Visa Revenues 28,643.2 29,564.7 29,564.7 29,564.7 

DJBC Operations 9,166.3 12,520.0 12,520.0 13,146.0 

Other Income 20,870.83 12,090.50 8,333.35 8,659.40 

Development Fund 14,617.2 17,164.1 22,313.3 29,007.2 

Total Revenues 143,074.1 147,323.2 149,713.3 158,407.2 

Expenditure 134,653.8 130,570.7 130,570.7 130,570.7 

Deficit (6,197.0) (411.6) (3,170.7) (1,170.7) 

( ) = negative, DJBC = Department of Justice and Border Control, FY = fiscal year. 
Source: Ministry of Finance—Government Budget Paper, 2017. Nauru. 

 
10. Revenue has been used to increase public expenditure and improve the government’s 
finances. Personnel, goods and services, and special projects—including programs for school 
feeding, community works, and community housing—have made up most of the increased 

                                                           
7  The fiscal year (FY) of the Government of Nauru ends on 30 June. “FY” before a calendar year denotes the year in which the 

fiscal year ends, e.g., FY2016 ends on 30 June 2016. 
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spending. Fiscal sustainability remains a key government concern. The country relies on a narrow 
economic base and uncertain sources of revenue, with limited private sector opportunities. The 
government still lacks significant tax revenue, largely because the population is small (11,288) 
and many services and utilities are provided at less than cost-recovery rates. It relies heavily on 
revenue from the state-owned enterprise that manages the production of phosphate, Nauru’s 
main export and industry. The overarching challenge facing Nauru is to effectively manage current 
income to build a sustainable economic future. The heavy reliance on uncertain revenues raises 
concerns about long-term sustainability, the quality of public expenditure, and macroeconomic 
stability. Fisheries and phosphate revenues involve high short-run volatility risks, and further, 
phosphate reserves are expected to be exhausted by 2030. The government is continuing a 
strategy of fiscal consolidation, and the FY2017 budget was built around the theme of 
“sustainability for the future.” Consistent with this aspiration, the FY2017 budget provided for 
savings through contribution to the Nauru Trust Fund and essential investment in social, 
environmental, and infrastructure areas.  
 

2. Performance of the Port Authority of Nauru 

11. Financial performance. PAN provides port facilities and services to Nauru, with major 
clients in the phosphate, fuel, and cargo businesses. Port tariffs for all customer categories have 
been set well below full cost-recovery levels. PAN’s accounts indicate that new tariffs will have a 
significant positive impact on its finances. PAN does not pay dividends to its owner and sole 
shareholder, the government.  
 
12. The financial performance of PAN’s port operations was analyzed based on the financial 
reports covering 2.5 years from 1 July 2014 to 15 January 2017. In its financial statements for 
July 2014–June 2017, PAN reported net revenues of A$3.74 million and total costs of 
A$7.84 million, resulting in a net loss of A$4.11 million. The accounts included the cost of 
extraordinary expenses (special projects). The records show that total revenue amounted to 
A$3.74 million. By share, revenues are divided into revenue from cargo ships (58%), port handling 
(25%), and phosphate and fuel ships (a combined 10%). Net losses of A$4.11 million were 
incurred because of high operating expenses toaling A$7.84 million. More than half (52%) of the 
operating expenses (A$4.07 million) were capital and recurrent expenditures under the special 
project account. Some of the items in this expenditure account—e.g., rental of port equipment 
and barges—will cease when the project comes into operation. At its current tariffs (2011) and 
with its current operating inefficiencies (e.g., staff overtime, rental of cranes and barges, 
inadequate preventive maintenance), the port is not viable.  
 
13. After the project is commissioned, and assuming effectiveness of port reforms, the 
financial performance of PAN is projected to improve. The operating cost will be lower because 
port operations will be substantially safer, more reliable, and more efficient than the current 
system allows. Based on assumptions, projections indicate improved profitability after the project. 
The proposed reforms will also contribute to project viability through improved operations, 
expanded revenues, and cost savings. As indicated in the financial projections (Annexes 1–3), 
PAN will have accumulated net profits of A$5.4 million by FY2027. Shorter turnaround times for 
the servicing of ships will translate into higher revenues for container and tanker vessels. The port 
reforms will recommend appropriate management of the accumulated funds. 
 
14. Key assumptions for the financial projections. The analysis prepared financial 
projections for FY2020–FY2030 for the project and PAN. The projections used the tariff and 
volumes for 2011 and gradually applied tariff increases over a 3-year period based on the 2016 
tariff regulation approved by the Parliament. Under the new port operations, it was assumed that 
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fishing revenues will accrue to the project.8 The assumption of fishing revenues is based on 
historical fishing data in Nauru.9  Based on a stipulation in fishery licenses and the Fisheries Act 
199710—that all vessels must transship at the new port—revenues from transshipment11 were 
estimated in the projections. The projections applied an O&M cost of about 0.5% of incremental 
project costs, beginning after project commissioning. Full straight-line depreciation was charged 
to the operating costs for income statement projections over the life of the project. The FIRR 
calculations on revenues and costs are based on the incremental operations. It is assumed that 
from the 10th year onward, tariff reviews will be conducted and that tariffs will increase by 25% 
every 5 years. The project is assumed to contribute to absorbing demand for port operations 
thanks to improved facilities, starting in 2020. The analysis considered the project to be financed 
by grants to the government and booked this as capital at PAN level, avoiding potential debt 
repayment issues. The financial projections show that the project can save PAN the operating 
expenses currently incurred for barge rental, labor, and other costs that will be reduced or ended 
by the new infrastructure and facilities, and more efficient modes of operation. This will result 
directly from the new port assets and the improved efficiency that the project and the TA aim to 
provide.  
 
C. Financial Sustainability  
 
15. A financial sustainability analysis was undertaken at the level of PAN, the implementing 
agency. This analysis included (i) review of the historical financial capacity of PAN, based on 
sources and uses of funding, to determine how much incremental expenditure this supports; and 
(ii) assessment of the financial capacity of PAN to fund incremental O&M costs. 
 
16. The fiscal impact of the project and funding needs to finance port expenditures after 
completion of the project’s physical works are in Table 4. The annual incremental O&M 
expenditure is projected at A$0.41 million from year FY2022 to FY2031. PAN can absorb the 
post-project incremental O&M expenditure, which is expected to decline from 17.1% of PAN’s 
total expenditure in FY2022 to about 14.3% in FY2031. The analysis found the project to be 
financially sustainable, given the declining share of O&M in PAN’s overall expenditure. By 
FY2021, all operating expenses will have been recovered. Government support for the port is 
required until FY2020, when the new port has been commissioned and will be fully operational. 
 

Table 4: Port Authority of Nauru – Fiscal Capacity Analysis  
(A$ million) 

Item 
2021–
2022 

2022– 
2023 

2023– 
2024 

2024– 
2025 

2025– 
2026 

2026–
2027 

2027–
2028 

2028–
2029 

2029–
2030 

2030
–
2031 

O&M cost 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 

PAN’s expenditure 2.40 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.48 2.49 2.49 2.62 2.75 2.89 

O&M cost as % of 
total PAN expenditure 

17.1 16.9 16.9 16.9 16.6 16.5 16.5 15.7 15.0 14.3 

O&M = operation and maintenance, PAN = Port Authority of Nauru. 
Note: Projection based on budgetary trends of PAN. O&M based on projected expenditure for the new port. 
Source: ADB. 2015. Technical Assistance to Nauru for Nauru Port Development Project. Manila.  

                                                           
8  Historic fishing tonnage data for Nauru was received from Nauru Fisheries and Marine Resources Authority (Monte Depaune) 

based on meetings with the team leader of the project preparatory TA consultants on 9 May 2017. 
9  The current fishing revenues in Nauru are estimated at 180,000 tons per annum; the financial projections have conservatively 

assumed about half that capacity (100,000 tons).  
10  Fisheries Act 1997, Part I, Section 2, page 18: “based in Nauru”, in relation to a boat, means exclusive or predominant use by the 

boat of land-based facilities in Nauru, and the use may include “… (c) tranships all or most of the fish taken in fisheries waters in 
the port of Nauru”. 

11 Transshipment fees of A$15 per ton as well as port handling fees were assumed in the projections. This is based on prevailing 
fees in the region.  



 

Annex 1: PAN Actual and Projected Statement of Income and Expenditures, In Australian Dollars

 
  

Nauru Port Authority

Projections-SIRE (Adjusted, Consolidated)

From 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2027

(Amounts in Australian Dollars) 1Jul17 to 1Jul18 to 1Jul19 to 1Jul20 to 1Jul21 to 1Jul22 to 1Jul23 to 1Jul24 to 1Jul25 to 1Jul26 to

 30Jun18 30Jun19 30Jun20 30Jun21 30Jun22 30Jun23 30Jun24 30Jun25 30Jun26 30Jun27 Total

Revenue -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

   Container 459,226            459,226           1,342,776       1,409,915       1,477,053       1,611,331       1,648,235       1,798,074       1,947,914       2,097,753                  14,251,503       

   Fuel (Tanker) 149,829            149,829           422,384           492,781           527,980           563,179           598,377           633,576           668,775           703,973                     4,910,682         

   Phosphate 234,250            234,250           461,500           461,500           461,500           -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              1,853,000         

   Fishing -                      -                    -                    1,119,343       1,269,343       1,569,343       1,726,277       1,985,219       2,382,263       2,977,828                  13,029,617       

   Total 843,305            843,305           2,226,660       3,483,539       3,735,876       3,743,853       3,972,889       4,416,869       4,998,951       5,779,555                  34,044,802       

Operating Expenses -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

   Fixed Overhead 967,640            1,967,640       2,622,315       2,222,315       2,222,315       2,245,061       2,245,061       2,245,061       2,272,060       2,272,060                  21,281,529       

   Other Overhead -                      -                    -                    44,688             44,688             44,688             44,688             44,688             44,688             44,688                       312,813            

   Other Operating Expenses 121,952            121,952           134,147           134,147           134,147           147,562           147,562           147,562           162,318           176,916                     1,428,268         

Total Operating Expenses 1,089,592         2,089,592       2,756,463       2,401,150       2,401,150       2,437,311       2,437,311       2,437,311       2,479,066       2,493,664                  23,022,610       

Net Operating Income (Loss) (246,287)           (1,246,287)      (529,803)         1,082,389       1,334,726       1,306,541       1,535,578       1,979,558       2,519,885       3,285,891                  11,022,192       

Retained Earnings (Deficit), Beg -                      (246,287)         (1,492,574)      (2,022,377)      (939,989)         394,737           1,701,279       3,236,857       5,216,415       7,736,300                  -                      

Retained Earnings (Deficit), End (246,287)           (1,492,574)      (2,022,377)      (939,989)         394,737           1,701,279       3,236,857       5,216,415       7,736,300       11,022,192               11,022,192       

Expanded and Improved Port Operations with Fishing

Short-Term Pre-Operating

Construction Phase w/o Fishing
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Annex 2: PAN Actual and Projected Cash Flow Statement, In Australian Dollars 
 

 
 

  

Nauru Port Authority

Cash Flow Projections

From 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2027

(Amounts in Australian Dollars) 1Jul17 to 1Jul18 to 1Jul19 to 1Jul20 to 1Jul21 to 1Jul22 to 1Jul23 to 1Jul24 to 1Jul25 to 1Jul26 to

 30Jun18 30Jun19 30Jun20 30Jun21 30Jun22 30Jun23 30Jun24 30Jun25 30Jun26 30Jun27 Total

Cash Inflows from -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

   Treasury 246,287            1,246,287       3,304,790       -                    4,797,364         

   Container 459,226            459,226           1,342,776       1,409,915       1,477,053       1,611,331       1,648,235       1,798,074       1,947,914       2,097,753                  14,251,503       

   Fuel (Tanker) 149,829            149,829           422,384           492,781           527,980           563,179           598,377           633,576           668,775           703,973                     4,910,682         

   Phosphate 234,250            234,250           461,500           461,500           461,500           -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              1,853,000         

   Fishing -                      -                    -                    1,119,343       1,269,343       1,569,343       1,726,277       1,985,219       2,382,263       2,977,828                  13,029,617       

   Total 1,089,592         2,089,592       5,531,450       3,483,539       3,735,876       3,743,853       3,972,889       4,416,869       4,998,951       5,779,555                  38,842,166       

Cash Outflows for -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

   Fixed Overhead 967,640            1,967,640       2,622,315       2,222,315       2,222,315       2,245,061       2,245,061       2,245,061       2,272,060       2,272,060                  21,281,529       

   Other Operating Expenses 121,952            121,952           134,147           134,147           134,147           147,562           147,562           147,562           162,318           176,916                     1,428,268         

   AP-Mooring Equip Supplier -                      -                    2,174,987       -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              2,174,987         

Total Operating Expenses 1,089,592         2,089,592       4,931,450       2,356,463       2,356,463       2,392,624       2,392,624       2,392,624       2,434,378       2,448,976                  24,884,784       

Net Cash Inflows (Outflows) (0)                        (0)                      600,000           1,127,076       1,379,414       1,351,229       1,580,266       2,024,246       2,564,573       3,330,579                  13,957,382       

Cash Balance, Beginning -                      (0)                      (0)                      600,000           1,727,076       3,106,490       4,457,719       6,037,984       8,062,230       10,626,803               -                      

Cash Balance, End (0)                        (0)                      600,000           1,727,076       3,106,490       4,457,719       6,037,984       8,062,230       10,626,803     13,957,382               13,957,382       

Expanded and Improved Port Operations with Fishing

Short-Term Pre-Operating

Construction Phase w/o Fishing
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Annex 3: PAN Actual and Projected Balance Sheet, In Australian Dollars 

 

Nauru Port Authority

Projected Balance Sheets

As of the Year Ending

(Amounts in Australian Dollars) 30Jun18 30Jun19 30Jun20 30Jun21 30Jun22 30Jun23 30Jun24 30Jun25 30Jun26 30Jun27

ASSETS           

   Current Assets

      Cash in treasury (0)                        (0)                      600,000           1,727,076       3,106,490       4,457,719       6,037,984       8,062,230       10,626,803     13,957,382               

      Total (0)                        (0)                      600,000           1,727,076       3,106,490       4,457,719       6,037,984       8,062,230       10,626,803     13,957,382               

   Property and Equipment

      Infrastructure -                      -                    89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246               

      Equipment -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

      Total -                      -                    89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246               

      Accumulated depreciation -                      -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

      Property and eqipment, net -                      -                    89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246     89,375,246               

   Deferred Charges

      Deferred charges-mooring equipment 2,174,987         2,174,987       -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

      Construction in progress 29,791,749       59,583,498     -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

      Organ and pre-op + insurance 148,959            297,917           446,876           402,189           357,501           312,813           268,126           223,438           178,750           134,063                     

      Total 32,115,695       62,056,402     446,876           402,189           357,501           312,813           268,126           223,438           178,750           134,063                     

TOTAL ASSETS 32,115,695       62,056,402     90,422,122     91,504,511     92,839,237     94,145,778     95,681,356     97,660,914     100,180,799  103,466,691             

LIABILITIES

   Current Liabilities

      AP-Mooring Equip Supplier 2,174,987         2,174,987       -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

      Total 2,174,987         2,174,987       -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                              

EQUITY

   NPA Equity, Beginning -                      29,940,708     59,881,415     90,422,122     91,504,511     92,839,237     94,145,778     95,681,356     97,660,914     100,180,799             

   Additional Equity Infusion 30,186,995       31,186,995     31,070,510     -                    -                    

   Close Mooring Equipment -                      -                    -                    

   Net Income/(Loss) (246,287)           (1,246,287)      (529,803)         1,082,389       1,334,726       1,306,541       1,535,578       1,979,558       2,519,885       3,285,891                  

   NPA Equity, End 29,940,708       59,881,415     90,422,122     91,504,511     92,839,237     94,145,778     95,681,356     97,660,914     100,180,799  103,466,691             

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 32,115,695       62,056,402     90,422,122     91,504,511     92,839,237     94,145,778     95,681,356     97,660,914     100,180,799  103,466,691             

Expanded and Improved Port Operations with Fishing

Short-Term Pre-Operating

Construction Phase


